
Abstract—In this paper we shall present a serial driver chip

creation on FPGA. We created this serial driver chip for the

RS-232 interface and we programmed it to 115200 baud rate to

be able to communicate with the Lynxmotion AL5 type robotic

arms.  This  serial  driver  chip  was  made  for  bidirectional

communication to be able to send and receive SCPI (Standard

Commands for Programmable Instruments) commands on the

serial  interface.  If  we  create  the  layout  of  this  chip  we  can

create our own ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit)

and this way we shall have a standalone chip which can control

a robotic arm.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIS paper presents the creation of the serial driver chip.

Serial  driver  chip  is  very  useful  in  controlling  many

measuring equipments,  power supplies,  industrial  test  sys-

tems and even robotic arms. No too many types of equip-

ment  have USB interface  or  if  they  have they  have only

USB connector, but they still emulate the COM port. This

means that the serial interface is still widely used in the in-

dustry, even though it’s speed it’s not the highest. Basically

we had to create the UART diver chip ad after it to connect

whatever connector to we wish to connect DB9 or DB25, de-

pending on what kind of robotic arm do we wish to control.

In our case the Pmod (Peripheral Module) connected to our

FPGA board had DB9 connector which was perfect for the

Lynxmotion  AL5  type  robotic  arm,  but  for  the  Scorbot

ER-III  robotic arm we needed DB25 connector  which we

solved with a serial converter from DB9 to DB25.

T

We can control robotic arms with a PC, but if we have an

embedded solution is always better, because it’s more porta-

ble, and consumes less power. If we find an embedded solu-

tion that  is  implemented in hardware,  it’s even better, be-

cause we shall have no issues regarding to propagation times

and we don’t’ have problems likes bug in software or issues

like the system can freeze.

II.PROBLEM FORMULATION

We had a Lynxmotion AL5 type robotic arm (Fig. 1) and a

Scorbot ER-III robotic arm (Fig. 2).

We had  also  more  FPGA boards  one  NEXYS 2  board

(Fig. 3) with Spartan-3E FPGA and one ATLYS board (Fig.

4) with Spartan-6 FPGA + and Pmod RS232 (Fig 5).

Fig.  1 Lynxmotion AL5A robotic arm

Fig.  2 Scorbot ER-III robotic arm

Fig.  3 NEXYS 2 FPGA board with Spartan-3E FPGA

Fig.  4 ATLYS FPGA board with Spartan-6 FPGA

Fig.  5 Pmod RS232 for the ATLYS board
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We had all the hardware, but we needed to create the se-

rial driver to make the communication and to control the ro-

botic arms. For the ATLYS FPGA board we needed to use

the Pmod RS232, because  the board has only micro USB

connector to its UART interface and that not the best solu-

tion, because it needs software driver to emulate the serial

port on USB and the connector is not suitable for us too, be-

cause we need not micro USB, but DB9 or DB25. The USB

UART is Ok just when the PC is the master and the FPGA

board is the slave, because on the PC we can easily install

the USB to serial  converter  driver. In  our case the FPGA

board is the master and the robotic arm’s servo controller is

the  slave,  this  way is  really  hard  to  impellent  a  software

driver for the serial to USB converter chip. In our case the

standard serial port with DB9 connector is the best solution,

this way we had to use a Pmod for the ATLYS board.

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION

A. Theoretical Background

The SCPI (Standard Commands for Programmable Instru-

ments) for controlling the robotic arm will be presented next,

these commands are sent on the serial driver chip and with

these commands the robotic arm is moved.

// SSC-32 VERSION

\r\rVER\r

// INITALIZE MOTORS

QPL0\rQP0\r

QP1\r

QP2\r

//...

QP31\r

// ALL SERVOS 1500

#0P1500S0\r#1P1500S0\r#2P1500S0\r#3P150

0S0\r#4P1500S0\r#5P1500S0\r

// GRIPPER

#4P1500S1000\r

// WRIST ROTATE

#5P1500S1000\r

// WRITST

#3P1500S1000\r

// ELBOW

#2P1500S1000\r

// SHOULDER

#1P1500S1000\r

// BASE

#0P1500S1000\r

Somehow from these  commands we managed  to create

some formulas too, to know the correspondence between the

angles and robotic commands.

To know exactly the angles we can simply calculate with

equation (1).

(1)

This means the following shown in equation (2).

(2)

The  block  diagram  of  the  experimental  setup  with  the

ATLYS board and the Pmod RS232 is shown on Fig. 6.

The  block  diagram  of  the  experimental  setup  with  the

NEXYS 2 board is shown on Fig. 7.

Fig.  6 The block diagram of the experimental setup with the ATLYS

board and the Pmod RS232

Fig.  7 The block diagram of the experimental setup with the NEXYS 2

board
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B. Circuit Diagrams

These circuit diagrams were created from VHDL code in

Xilinx ISE. These circuits are what we have inside the serial

driver chip.

On Fig. 8 we can see the bidirectional serial driver chip,

which has both the transmit (TXD) and receive (RXD) ports.

On Fig. 9 we can see the UART chip which we included

in the bidirectional serial driver chip, this chip is actually the

serial protocol. 

Fig.  8 The bidirectional serial driver chip structure with transmit

(TXD) and receive (RXD) functions

Fig.  9 The UART chip which is included in the bidirectional serial

driver chip

On Fig. 10 we can see the circuit structure inside the bidi-

rectional serial drive chip.

On  Fig.  11 we  can  see  the  circuit  structure  inside  the

UART chip.

Fig.  10 The bidirectional serial driver chip’s circuit (inside the bidirectional serial driver chip)
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Fig.  11 The UART module’s circuit (inside the UART chip)

IV. CONCLUSION

As we can see, we have created a serial driver chip which

can  control  measuring  equipments,  power  supplies,  indus-

trial equipments and even robotic arms.

With this chip we can control any equipment which has an

RS-232 serial interface; the only change is that we have to

load the specific SCPI commands for the specific equipment

we want to control.

We created only in FPGA in two platforms on NEXYS 2

board with Spartan-3E and on ATLYS board with Spartan-6

+ Pmod RS232.

After this we plan to convert the FPGA code in Verilog

code and with the Mentor Graphics tools to create the chip’s

layout. After this we can send it to the production to create

the silicon die, we shall do the packaging and with this we

shall have our own serial driver ASIC.

This  ASIC  can  be  than  put  on  a  PCB (Printed  Circuit

Board) with a DB9 connector and some electronic compo-

nents and we shall have an embedded control board for al-

most any equipment which has serial port or even a control

board  for  the  robotic  arms.  The only task is  to  load  in  a

ROM memory the specific SCPI commands for each equip-

ment which needs to be controlled.
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